The radiology reading experience of the future.
Delivered.

Nuance
The most widely used and trusted radiology reporting platform just got better.

Welcome to the next level of radiology reporting and communication. With an all new user-centric design and countless workflow enhancements, **PowerScribe One** harnesses AI, cloud-powered technology, and real-time structured data to bring you new levels of efficiency, accuracy, quality, and performance.

Plus, with the **Nuance AI Marketplace**, it offers unparalleled access to workflow-integrated AI that’s available today.

**Get even more from your investment with these complementary solutions.**

- **PowerConnect** for in-workflow communication and collaboration.
- **PowerShare** for image and data exchange on the industry’s largest network.
- **mPower** for clinical analytics and actionable insights.
Countless capabilities, all included and designed for you.

**Enhanced AutoTexts**
Improved template editor with a consolidated view makes it easier to create, manage, and use feature-rich AutoTexts.

**Review and Tracking**
Integrated track changes, side-by-side comparisons, and peer review.

**Mobile Radiologist**
Secure, voice-enabled mobile access for report viewing, editing, and signing on the go.

**Admin Workspace**
Real-time access to system monitoring through dynamic dashboards.
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3 out of 4 radiologists use Nuance every day—here’s what some of them have to say.

“Being able to extract the structured data is really critical because right now what we have is a manual process. Automated data extraction benefits our efficiency and increases our effectiveness in patient care.”

Marta E. Heilbrun, MD, MSCI, Emory University School of Medicine

“With conversational AI, we can extract data and put it into structured reports. This is ideal because we can create a template that populates appropriate content and radiologists don’t need to change the way that they are routinely dictating.”

Brian Kaineg, MD, Quantum Radiology

“When you look at safety events, they relate to a number of different areas including inaccurate or incomplete imaging reports and failure to communicate critical findings adequately. Taking advantage of the capabilities of PowerScribe One is one way to address these safety issues.”

Keith White, MD, Intermountain Healthcare

“PowerScribe One is delivering on its promise to improve our reporting experience. The structured data extraction, automation, AI integration, and embedded decision support are more efficiently managed in the new version. Our reports are better, and our radiologists are happier. There’s less repetitive and error-prone data entry, our content is more accurate and consistent, and our referring physicians, and patients benefit as a result.”

Terry Matalon, MD, FSIR, FACP, Einstein Healthcare Network

About Nuance Communications, Inc.

Nuance Communications, Inc. is a leading provider of voice and language solutions for businesses and consumers around the world. Its technologies, applications, and services make the user experience more compelling by transforming the way people interact with devices and systems. Every day, millions of users and thousands of businesses experience Nuance’s proven applications. For more information, visit www.nuance.com/healthcare or call 1-877-805-5902. Connect with us through the healthcare blog, What’s next, Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook.